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ENG: WORKBOOK: Complete pp -79, 80, 81 82 from “The Talkative Barber”.

 HOMEWORK TO BE SUBMITTED ON THURSDAY 18.10.2018

EVS: NOTEBOOK 1

Multiple Choice Questions: Mark the correct answer:

a) What is most important responsibility of a leader?

i) To punish whoever has made a mistake.

ii) To own responsibility even when someone else has madea mistake.

iii) To remain in front of the group.

iv) To keep everyone under strict command.

b) Why do we need extra energy in the mountains?

i) During mountaineering we have to go up. Thus we spend energy faster.

ii) Due to less air we breathe faster and so need extra energy.

iii) The climate of mountains is generally cold. Our body needs extra energy to keep itself warm.

iv) Food is digested faster in mountains. So we need extra energy.

c) Why was a drain dug around the tent?

i) Water would flow down the tent’s roof into the drain if it rains. 

ii) To keep away wild animals.

iii) To collect waste water

iv) To make the surroundings more beautiful.
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B. Decision Making: Rewrite the following sentences and state whether they are true or 

false.

1. There is a camp fire on the first day of a camp. 

2.  A group walks ahead of the group.      

3. There is no discipline in a camp.     

4. Bachendri Pal was the first Indian woman to go on the moon. 

5. There are no medical check-ups in a camp.   

6. We feel happy on finishing a task.      

7.    It is difficult to walk on the snow.      

8.    While rock climbing, the body should be kept an angle of 45˚.

[Time: 20 minutes     MI: Logical and Verbal      RBT: Analysis]

MATHS: Mental Calculation / Logical Task: Write the numbers 1 to 9 in each of the squares 
below, so that each row, column and diagonal adds up to 15.
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